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1. Introduction
At the 16th IWMS Conference [1], selected papers from which comprise this issue of LAA, the
new notions of superstochastic matrices and magic Markov chains of the title of this paper arose in
conversations of the two authors of this paper. We would like to present here, within the venue of
that conference in which these notions were rather naturally conceived, a brief account of their basic
mathematical properties along with a few initial results. Further investigation and/or uses may then
be investigated by us, or others, elsewhere.
For motivational purposes, let us just recall here for the reader how these two notions arose the
ﬁrst morning of the 16th IWMS Conference [1]. The ﬁrst session was to be devoted to Magic Square
matrices, and at the prior breakfast the ﬁrst author (KG) asked “what are they”? The to-be ﬁrst speaker
Peter Loly (see [2]) explained “the row sums and column sums and both diagonal sums are all the
same”, whereupon immediately (KG) said “Ah, so they could be called superstochastic matrices”. In
other words, the intuition was to take a (positive) magic square matrix M and divide by its magic
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summ, you get a stochastic matrix S = M/mwhich is moreover doubly stochastic and moreover with
stochastic diagonal andantidiagonal. Then, in aquestionperiod after oneof the talks of theﬁrst session,
the second author (Styan) commented “The odd powers stay magic, but not the even ones”, to which
the ﬁrst author (KG) said “but all the powers converge to the same projection”, to which the second
author (Styan) replied “so you want magic Markov chains”.
In deference to academic piety, we forego here any further personal or conversational details which
did however lead us to wish to present this initial formulation of what interesting mathematics might
ensue from these two notions. A subsequent internet search did reveal that the term “superstochastic”
has been used in a couple of quite different contexts. We will brieﬂy describe those later. Internet
searching did not bring up “magic Markov chains”, except for some unrelated links purporting to sell
Markov algorithm software so good that it could be labelled ‘magic’. Indeed, as we shall see, even
powers S2 k of superstochastic matrices S will generally fail to be superstochastic, so that only the odd
powers S2k+1 may form our original notion of magic Markov chains.
In Section 2 we present our initial observations and some mathematical properties of supersto-
chastic matrices and their (partial) associated magic Markov chains. In Section 3 for the 3× 3 case we
analyze several Lucas–Ramanujan bases representing magic and superstochastic matrices. Here we
show how use of the Frobenius inner product [A,B]F = tr(A∗B) can be interesting to better understand
these bases. In Section 4we look atwhatwe call trace power ratios tomeasure the diagonal and antidi-
agonal deviations frommagic and superstochasticitywhen considering powersMk and Sk ofmagic and
superstochasticmatrices, respectively.We also connect these considerations to Chakrabarti’s measure
of imbalance. Section 5 concludes with a brief discussion.
The magic square literature is old, extensive, and still currently quite active within recreational
mathematics. See [1–5], and moreover a current Internet search will bring up many ﬁne tutorials. We
assume that backgroundhere. Generallywewill be in the contextwhere then × nmatrixM has strictly
positive real matrix elements mij , which includes of course the more restrictive traditional contexts
where themij are exactly the numbers 1 through n
2, or more generally, positive integers. However, in
our representation results wewill allow nonpositive matrix elements also. The reason wewish to stay
in the positive matrix context where possible is because we are focusing on superstochastic matrices
S = M/m and moreover we want to forego having to consider the Frobenius extension of the Perron
theory, i.e., allowing zero probabilities within our superstochastic matrices. Such extension could be
pursued elsewhere.
Markov chains have of course a wide literature and many applications and extensive theory. In
particular, we recall the Birkhoff Theorem (see [6, p. 527]) that every n × n doubly stochastic matrix
is a convex sum of n2 − 2n + 2 permutation matrices. We will not pursue that direction here for our
subclass of superstochastic matrices, but we do wish to note that the nonnegative superstochastic
matrices are also sucha compact convex setwithin then × nmatrices.However,whereas the stochastic
and doubly stochastic matrices form (multiplicative) semigroups, and the permutation matrices a
group, the superstochastic matrices will not have such structure. Nor do magic matrices, although
they are a linear subspace of the n × n matrices, hence an additive group, if you allow the mij to take
values in the whole real ﬁeld.
To conclude this introduction, let us recall two classic magic square matrices, the Lo Shu A and its
cousin Fire Square B:
A =
⎡
⎣8 1 63 5 7
4 9 2
⎤
⎦ , B =
⎡
⎣6 1 87 5 3
2 9 4
⎤
⎦ = AJ, J =
⎡
⎣0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0
⎤
⎦ , (1.1)
where J is the socalled Flip matrix. Right multiplication by J interchanges columns inside-out, left
multiplication similarly interchanges rows. According to Pickover [5], the oldest magic squares (2200
BC) was probably (in Chinese characters) JA, also sometimes called the Lo Shu. We note for later use
that J = J∗ = J−1 has spectrum σ(J) : λ1 = λ2 = 1, λ3 = −1, and although doubly stochastic J fails to be
magic and superstochastic only on its antidiagonal. If we let SA = A/15 and SB = B/15, then SA and SB
are both superstochastic, with spectra σ(SA) : λ1 = 1, λ2,3 = ±
√
24/15 ∼= ± 0.326598632; σ(SB) : λ1 =
1, λ2,3 = ±i
√
24/15∼= ± i0.326598632. We will use these matrices A, B, and J for illustrative purposes
later in this paper.
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2. Superstochastic matrices and magic Markov chains
Thus, the new notion of superstochastic matrices is the following. LetM be an n × nmagic squares
matrix. That is, the row sums, column sums, and diagonal and antidiagonal sums, are all the same
number: the magic sum m. Although one can be more general, usually we will tacitly assume in this
paper that the mij elements of M are either (the traditional case) positive integers or just positive
real numbers. Then, asmotivated and described above in the Introduction, it is rather natural to deﬁne
S = M/m as superstochastic: it is a subclass of the doubly stochasticmatrices. Its row, column, diagonal,
and antidiagonal sums are all one. The following is obvious.
Lemma 2.1. The classes superstochasticmatrices {S}andpositivemagic squarematrices {M}areone-to-one
related by trace division.
The point to be made here is that those who are chieﬂy interested in magic square matrix theory
may now employ aspects of stochastic matrix theory; and conversely.
The following property is less obvious, but clear.
Lemma 2.2. Let M be a magic square matrix, and let m be its magic sum. Then as k = 1, 2, 3, . . .
Sk =
(
M
m
)k
→ L = xyT , (2.1)
where x is the right Perron vector for M, y is the right Perron vector for MT , where x and y have been
normalized so that yTx = 1.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 2 is contained within the Perron theory as treated in [6, Lemma 8.2.7 and
Theorem 8.2.8]. Note that S = M/m is always superstochastic with spectral radius λ1 = ρ(s) = 1 and
corresponding Perron vector x = e = [1, 1, 1, . . . , 1]T . 
Within the Perron theory for positive matrices A,the power limit (M/ρ(M))k → L = xyT/yTx is gen-
erally an oblique rank one projector. However, here we can say more: L will be the orthogonal pro-
jector onto the span of the Perron eigenvector x. From the superstochastic matrix perspective, we see
immediately the Perron vector x is e, and therefore, that the same is the case forM.
Theorem 2.1. For any n × n superstochastic matrix S, the power limit is the orthogonal projector onto the
span of the equi-probability vector e = [1/n, . . . , 1/n]. That is
Sk → LS = ee
T
eT e
= 1
n
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 1 · · · 1
1 1 · · · 1
.
.
.
.
.
.
1 1 · · · 1
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ≡ E. (2.2)
Correspondingly, for any n × n magic squares matrix M, also
(M/m)k → E. (2.3)
Proof. S and ST are both superstochastic, from which we know that all four of S, ST ,M, and MT have
both right and left Perron vectors (up to normalization) e. Thus the generally oblique projector
L = xyT/yTx (2.4)
of the Perron theory, becomes here, the orthogonal projector E. 
Thus all magic matrices M, when normalized by their magic sum m, power-converge to the same
limit, which is the most uniform magic square matrix possible, namely E. So do all superstochastic
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matrix powers Sk , which of course was the motivation for Theorem 2.1. In fact, all strictly positive
doubly stochastic matrices S also power-converge to E. The orthogonal projector E is an important
object which we will use in some of our further considerations. In particular E will play an important
role in Section 3 when we construct orthogonal basis matrices for the magic matrices.
The following is probably known, although we have not seen it in the stochastic matrix literature.
Lemma 2.3. Any rank one strictly positive n × n doubly stochastic matrix S must be E.
Proof. All rank one n × n matrices are outer projects xyT , and here we also have x > 0 and y > 0. We
continue the proof for n = 3, the general n case being exactly the same. We have
S =
⎡
⎣x1x2
x3
⎤
⎦ [y1, y2, y3] =
⎡
⎣x1y1 x1y2 x1y3x2y1 x2y2 x2y3
x3y1 x3y2 x3y3
⎤
⎦ . (2.5)
Rows 1, 2, and 3 give us, for i = 1, 2, 3 : xi(y1 + y2 + y3) = 1. Columns 1, 2, and 3 likewise give,
i = 1, 2, 3 : yi(x1 + x2 + x3) = 1. Thus x1 = x2 = x3. and y1 = y2 = y3. Let p and q denote the common
xi and yi values, respectively. Then we have
yTx = 3pq = 1 (2.6)
and
xyT =
⎡
⎣qp qp qpqp qp qp
qp qp qp
⎤
⎦ = 1
3
⎡
⎣1 1 11 1 1
1 1 1
⎤
⎦ = E.  (2.7)
We remark that along thewaywe could have conﬁrmed that S = xyT was necessarily superstochas-
tic, that is, the diagonal and antidiagonal sums in (2.5) are, respectively, yTx = 1 and x1y3 + x2y2 +
x3y1 = 3pq = 1.
Let us turn next to the second notion of this paper, that ofmagicMarkov chains. First we note that if
M is a positivemagicmatrix and S = M/m the corresponding superstochasticmatrix, then immediately
S generates a stationaryMarkov chain Sk , k = 1, 2, 3, . . ., with S as the transitionmatrix. But is it magic?
Unfortunately not, as we remarked upon in the Introduction, because the even powers generally fail
to be magic. This is easily illustrated with the Lo Shu matrix A from (1.1). One has
A2 =
⎡
⎣91 67 6767 91 67
67 67 91
⎤
⎦ , A3 =
⎡
⎣1197 1029 11491077 1125 1173
1101 1221 1053
⎤
⎦ ,
A4 =
⎡
⎣17259 16683 1668316683 17259 16683
16683 16683 17259
⎤
⎦ (2.8)
with magic sums 225, 3375, 50,625, respectively. Magic is violated only by the main diagonal sums
275 for A2 and 51,777 for A4. One might wonder if the diagonal excess is always positive, but that is
not the case. If one looks at the Firesquare matrix B of (1.1), one ﬁnds
B2 =
⎡
⎣59 83 8383 59 83
83 83 59
⎤
⎦ , m(B2) = 225 > tr(B2) = 177. (2.9)
We will give some further analysis of this behavior below. Also in Section 4 we will connect it to
Chakrabarti’s statistical measure of imbalance.
According to [7], a formula of Eggers shows that for a 3× 3 magic matrix M with nonzero magic
summ, the powersMk are magic iff k is odd orM is singular. As long ago as Wiener [8], it was known
that the product AB of two 3× 3 positivemagicmatrices need not bemagic.Wiener’s [8] examplemay
be seen to be exactly the product AB of our Lo Shu Firesquare matrices! In other words, he showed
that, if we may insert our J ﬂip matrix from (1.1) here,
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AB = A2J =
⎡
⎣67 67 9167 91 67
91 67 67
⎤
⎦ , m(AB) = 225 < 273. (2.10)
Thus the product magic-violation is in the excessive antidiagonal. We note that one could have just
displayed A2, where the diagonal is excessive.
The diagonals of doubly stochasticmatriceswere studied inMarcus andRee [9]. Particular attention
was given to a 1926 conjecture of van der Waerden that the minimum value of the permanents of all
doubly stochastic matrices was obtained uniquely by (in our notation here) our projector E in (2.2).
According to Marcus [10, p. 262], the van der Waerden conjecture was later shown to be true for all n.
We have not seen a full analysis of the possible behaviors of magic Mk and superstochastic Sk power
antidiagonals. Therefore, here is a small start.
Let S = [sij] be a 3 × 3 superstochasticmatrix. Let us look atwhen S2 will have amagic antidiagonal.
The antidiagonal sum of S2 is readily seen to be
(s11s13 + s12s23 + s13s33) + (s21s12 + s222 + s23s32) + (s31s11 + s32s21 + s33s31). (2.11)
The diagonal and antidiagonal sums of S give us
s11 + s33 = 1− s22 and s13 + s31 = 1− s22. (2.12)
whereas the second row and column sums of S give us
s21 + s23 = 1− s22 and s12 + s32 = 1− s22, (2.13)
from which the antidiagonal sum (2.11) reduces to
2− 4s22 + 3s222. (2.14)
We wish this sum (2.14) to be exactly 1, from which we ﬁnd necessarily that s22 = 1/3.
For many (e.g., traditional) magic square constructions, see [4,5] for odd n, the center value is
indeed 1/n. One could conjecture this as a general criteria for superstochastic square S2 to have a
magic antidiagonal. To further investigate such, one might profitably use the J ﬂip operator to convert
the issues to main diagonals. Or one could develop a direct theory of the antitrace of matrices.
To conclude this section aboutmagicMarkov chains, the best that one seems to be able to presently
say is that the Markov chain Sk generated by a 3× 3 superstochastic matrix S will be magic if S has
a zero eigenvalue, and otherwise,odd powers will be magic. For more general n, this suggests that
one might wish to consider S with rank smaller than n. The general issue is not that of Markovness
(all powers are), but that of magicness of matrix powers. To further understand this phenomenon
of Markov chains in which odd powers may be magic but even powers not, it could be worthwhile
to look at possible speciﬁc applications, for example, to factorial experimental design. Some such
applications are mentioned in [11], and occur for example in psychological experiments in which one
must balance out linear trend from variable effects and lower order interactions. In other words, such
real applications could bring out interesting special superstochastic matrices as interesting stationary
Markov transition matrices.
3. Lucas–Ramanujan bases
In this sectionwe look at bases formagic and superstochasticmatrices, and introduce a newHilbert
space structure to better understand such bases. In Amir-Moez and Fredricks [12] it is shown that the
following three matrices E, F , and G provide a linear basis for all 3 × 3 magic square matrices, where
E =
⎡
⎣1 1 11 1 1
1 1 1
⎤
⎦ , F =
⎡
⎣ 1 −1 0−1 0 1
0 1 −1
⎤
⎦ , G =
⎡
⎣ 0 1 −1−1 0 1
1 −1 0
⎤
⎦ . (3.1)
They use the complex ﬁeld but we will think in terms of the real ﬁeld here.
According to [3,11], a representation of all 3 × 3 real magic square matricesM with nonzero magic
summ is
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M =
⎡
⎣ t + u t − u − v t + vt − u + v t t + u − v
t − v t + u + v t − u
⎤
⎦ . (3.2)
In (3.2) t = m/3 and u and v are arbitrary real numbers. This representation goes back to F.E.A. Lucas
and to Ramanujan, as we shall refer to it. We wish to advance the theory of such bases here.
First let us analyze the Amir-Moez, Fredricks basis (3.1). Of course we know E/n is our Perron
orthogonal projector (2.2). We note that the linear basis of (3.1) satisﬁes E = E∗, F = F∗, G = −G∗, and
more interestingly, one may verify the following relations:
F2 = 3I − E, G2 = −3I + E = −F2,
EF = EF∗ = 0, EG = EG∗ = 0,
GF = −E + 3J, FG∗ =
⎡
⎣−1 −1 2−1 2 −1
2 −1 −1
⎤
⎦ .
(3.3)
Therefore we have obtained.
Theorem 3.1. The linear basis (3.1) is an orthogonal basis in the Frobenius inner product [A,B] ≡ tr(AB∗) ≡
tr(A∗B).
Proof. From the above relations (3.3) we have [E, F] = 0, [E,G] = 0, and [F ,G] = tr(FG∗) = 0. 
With Theorem 3.1 we have introduced a new, (Frobenius) Hilbert space geometrical point of view,
for the analysis of magic square matrices. Before we elaborate that viewpoint, let us observe some
geometrical facts about the Amir-Moez Friedrick linear basis (3.1), seen from the usual (Euclidean)
Hilbert space point of view. For example, we know from Section 2 that P ≡ E/3 is the orthogonal
projectoronto the spanof e. ThenP’s complementaryorthogonalprojector isQ ≡ I − P = F2/3.Because
Q = Q ∗ = Q2,weknow F/√3 is a square root ofQ . A quick calculation shows F has spectrum σ(F) : λ1 =√
3, λ2 = 0, λ3 = −
√
3. In the sameway onemay verify that iG/
√
3 is also such a (nonpositive-definite)
square root of Q .
It seems a bit harder to actually “see” the Frobenius geometry, i.e., to visualize exactly the actions
within the Frobenius inner product perspective, but such would surely be interesting. It would be nice
to know, to have one or more criteria, for a “best” such basis. Here we make a beginning for such a
theory.
Let us orthogonally decompose the Lo Shu magic matrix A. One may check that
AE∗ = 15E ⇒ [A, E][E, E] =
tr(AE∗)
tr(EE∗)
= 45
9
= 5
AF∗ =
⎡
⎣ 7 −2 −5−2 4 −2
−5 −2 7
⎤
⎦ ⇒ [A, F][F , F] =
tr(AF∗)
tr(3I − E) =
18
6
= 3
AG∗ =
⎡
⎣−5 −2 7−2 4 −2
7 −2 −5
⎤
⎦ ⇒ [A,G][G,G] =
tr(AG∗)
tr(3I − E) =
−6
6
= −1 (3.4)
where we used GG∗ = 3I − E. Thus Lo Shu orthogonally represents as
A =
⎡
⎣8 1 63 5 7
4 9 2
⎤
⎦ = 5E + 3F − G. (3.5)
Of course we have the same orthogonal decomposition for the superstochastic SA : SA = E/3+ F/5−
G/15.
Let us next look at the Lucas–Ramanujan general representation (3.2). Because u and v are arbitrary,
we may rescale that representation to
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M =
⎡
⎣ 1+ u 1− u + v 1− v1− u − v 1 1+ u + v
1+ v 1+ u − v 1− u
⎤
⎦
=
⎡
⎣1 1 11 1 1
1 1 1
⎤
⎦+ u
⎡
⎣ 1 −1 0−1 0 1
0 1 −1
⎤
⎦+ v
⎡
⎣ 0 1 −1−1 0 1
1 −1 0
⎤
⎦ . (3.6)
In other words, we have shown that
Corollary 3.1. The Lucas–Ramanujan representation is exactly the orthogonal basis (3.1) representation,
i.e., orthogonal decomposition in the Frobenius inner product space.
Finally, let us consider the related representation for 3 × 3 magic matrices found in [11], namely
M = m
3
E +
√
3(u − v)
⎡
⎣ 1 −2 10 0 0
−1 2 −1
⎤
⎦+ √3(u + v)
⎡
⎣ 1 0 −1−2 0 2
1 0 −1
⎤
⎦ . (3.7)
Let us call the second and third matrices in (3.7) E2 and E3, respectively. Then as noted in [11]
E2 = ab∗, E3 = ba∗ (3.8)
where a = [1 0 −1]T /√2 and b = [1 −2 1]T /√6 andwhere one has the additional relations
Ea = 0, Eb = 0, a∗b = b∗a = 0, a∗a = b∗b = 1. (3.9)
Hence one can write the representation (3.7) more succinctly as
M = c0ee∗ + c1ab∗ + c2ba∗. (3.10)
Thus (3.7) has the merit of being a representation entirely in terms of outer products. The coefﬁcients
c1 and c2 can be arbitrary and then the coefﬁcient c0 will depend on the magic summ.
How about Frobenius orthogonality? We see that
E22 = a(b∗a)b∗ = 0,
E23 = b(a∗b)a∗ = 0,
EE2 = 0 = E2E,
EE3 = 0 = E3E,
E2E3 = a(b∗b)a∗ = aa
∗
a∗a
= 1
2
⎡
⎣ 1 0 −10 0 0
−1 0 1
⎤
⎦
E3E2 = b(a∗a)b∗ = bb
∗
b∗b
= 1
6
⎡
⎣ 1 −2 1−2 4 −2
1 −2 1
⎤
⎦ . (3.11)
Thus (3.7) is not quite an orthogonal decomposition in the Frobenius inner product. Moreover, E2 and
E3 are nilpotent rather than being projections, or related thereto.
We expect this new decomposition theory to have a number of uses. For example (3.7) has already
proven useful in [11] for determining the eigenvalues of 3 × 3 magic matrices.
Let us close this section by noting another use of our orthogonal basis approach to magic square
matrices. In Section 2 we did not answer the question of if M2 could fail to be magic due to violation
in the antidiagonal. If we start withM = c1E + c2F + c3G, we ﬁnd generally that
M2 = c21E + c22F2 + c23(−F2) + 2c2c3(−E + 3J). (3.12)
We know E is magic, F2 violates the main diagonal but not the antidiagonal, and J violates the antidi-
agonal. Thus one might tryM = F + G, from which one may verify, using the relations (3.3),
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M2 = F2 + G2 + FG + GF
= 2(−E + 3J)
= 2
⎡
⎣−1 −1 2−1 2 −1
2 −1 −1
⎤
⎦ .
(3.13)
ThusM2 is magic except on its antidiagonal. Of course, to get this example, we had to depart from the
class of positive magic matrices and their corresponding positive superstochastic matrices.
4. Trace power ratios and Chakrabarti’s balance measure
In Section 2 we looked at powers Mk in general, and in particular for the Lo Shu matrix A and
Firesquare matrix B of (1.1), see (2.8). We know by Theorem 2.1 that all these powers, normalized
by magic sum m, converge to the Perron orthogonal projector E. That convergence is, by the way,
elementwise, so one can if one wishes also express such convergence in any of the usual matrix
norms.
We were curious about how the diagonal magic-violation behaves in these powers. Thus, for A Lo
Shu, we see that
diagonal sumM2
(diagonal sumM)2
= tr(M
2)
(tr(M))2
= 273
225
= 1.21333 · · ·
diagonal sumM4
(diagonal sumM)4
= tr(M
4)
(trM)4
= 51777
50625
= 1.02275 · · · (4.1)
Let us therefore consider any 3 × 3 positivemagicmatrixM and corresponding superstochasticmatrix
S. One has in terms ofM’s eigenvalues
tr M2
(tr M)2
= tr S
2
(tr S)2
= λ
2
1
+ λ2
2
+ λ2
3
λ2
1
+ λ2
2
+ λ2
3
+ 2[λ1λ2 + λ1λ3 + λ2λ3]
,
tr M4
(tr M)4
= tr S
4
(tr S)4
= λ
4
1
+ λ4
2
+ λ4
3⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
λ4
1
+ λ4
2
+ λ4
3
+
4[λ3
1
λ3 + λ31λ2 + λ32λ1 + λ32λ3 + λ33λ1 + λ33λ2]+
6[λ2
1
λ2
2
+ λ2
1
λ2
3
+ λ2
2
λ2
3
]+
12[λ2
1
λ2λ3 + λ1λ22λ3 + λ1λ2λ23]
⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭
. (4.2)
Since for S, λ1 = 1, and because λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = 1, we have the (known)fact that λ2 + λ3 = 0, i.e., λ2 =
−λ3. With these, (4.2) considerably simpliﬁes, we leave the details to the reader, to
tr S2
(tr S)2
= 1+ 2λ22,
tr S4
(tr S)4
= 1+ 2λ42. (4.3)
Thus we have obtained.
Theorem 4.1. Let M be any positive 3× 3magic matrix, and S = M/m the corresponding superstochastic
matrix. Then one has the even trace power ratios
tr M2k
(tr M)2k
= 1+ 2λ2k2 → 1 as k → ∞. (4.4)
For M and S of any n × n size, one has for all k,
tr Mk
(tr M)k
= tr S
k
(tr S)k
= 1+ (λk2 + λk3 + · · · + λkn) → 1. (4.5)
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Proof. M magic means λ2 + · · · + λn = 0 so denominators above have value 1. The trace of Sk is 1 +
λk
2
+ · · · + λkn by the spectral mapping theorem. 
By way of illustration, for A the Lo Shu matrix and B the Firesquare matrix, we see that the ﬁrst
trace power ratios are by (4.3)
1+ 2(0.326598632)2 = 1.21333333 · · ·
1+ 2(i0.326598632)2 = 0.78666666 · · · (4.6)
which is much easier than the matrix power calculations. For Lo Shu, the 4th power ratio is by (4.3)
1+ 2(0.326598632)4 = 1.02275556 (4.7)
and so on. The point is that we know from the Perron theory (e.g., see [6]) that |λ2| < 1 and that
the ratio |λ2/λ1| = |λ2| essentially governs most power method convergence considerations. For our
general trace power ratios in Theorem 4.1, the trace power ratios explicitly exhibit the effects of all the
lower eigenvalues |λn||λn−1| · · ·|λ2| < λ1 = 1.
Nextwe establish a connection of these trace power ratios to Chakrabarti’smeasure of imbalanceψ .
See Chakrabarti [13],Wolkowicz and Styan [14], Thibaudeau and Styan [15].Within a two-way ANOVA
experimental design, one may have a design matrix
X∗X =
[
Dr N
N∗ Dc
]
(4.8)
fromwhich the Schur complementmatrix C = Dr − ND−1c N∗ is called the C-matrix of the experimental
design. The design is then called balanced if C has all its nonzero eigenvalues equal. The Chakrabarti
measure of imbalance is deﬁned as
ψ = tr C
2
(tr C)2
. (4.9)
In other words, this measure is the same as our lowest order trace power ratio in (4.1). Note that our
higher order trace power ratios could be regarded as higher order measures of imbalance, which we
could, for example, call ψk , k = 1, 2, 3, . . .
As an illustration of this connection applied to magic matrices, it was shown by Trenkler [16] that
for a 3× 3 magic matrixM, the squareM2 may be decomposed as
M2 = κI + 1
3
(m2 − κ)E, (4.10)
where E is the unnormalized Perron Projector, i.e., as in (3.1), and where κ is the socalled magic key,
which was deﬁned as the quantity κ such that
√
κ and −√κ are nonzero eigenvalues λ2 and λ3 of M.
Let us comment that we may just deﬁne κ = λ2
2
here from our considerations above, e.g., as in (4.3).
Then the Chakrabarti measure of imbalance (4.9) is exactly what we have already in (4.3), namely
ψ = 1+ 2κ. (4.11)
Continuing, if we now denote E to be our normalized Perron orthogonal projector E of Theorem 2.3,
we may write (4.10) in this terminology as
M2 = λ22I + (m2 − λ22)E. (4.12)
If we go to the superstochastic S2 = M2/m2, and if κ now denotes the magic key for S, i.e., κ = λ2
2
(S) =
λ2
2
(M)/m2, then (4.12) gives us
S2 = λ22I + (1− λ22)E. (4.13)
To make clear the point we are after, we rewrite, admittedly with redundancy,
S2 = (1)2E2 + λ22(I − E)2, (4.14)
where of course we know E2 = E and (I − E)2 = I − E because they are the orthogonal projection E and
its orthogonal complement. Our point now is that (4.10), (4.12), (4.13), and (4.14) are all versions of the
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spectral decomposition theorem for the operators involved. In other words, you could arrive at all of
thementioned expressions by just starting from the spectral decomposition S2 = E + λ2
2
(I − E) for S in
terms of λ1 = 1, λ2, and λ3 and their spectral projectors. We note in passing that these projectors need
not be orthogonal but you still have a spectral decomposition (e.g. see [17]).
We have worked out similar versions for higher powers to compare to higher order expressions
similar to (4.10) obtained elsewhere (e.g., see [11, Theorem 3]). More importantly, we believe that our
spectral decomposition approach above will be quite general, with themagic key κ however involving
all lower eigenvalues.
5. Conclusion and discussion
We have brought forth the new notions of superstochastic matrices and magic Markov chains. We
have presented an initial appraisal of theirmathematical properties, possibilities, and limitations. Both
notions derive naturally from the subject of magic squares. However, then the class of superstochastic
matrices ﬁnds its own natural setting as a compact convex subset of the doubly stochastic matrices
within the Perron theory of positive matrices. Magic Markov chains also fall within the Perron theory,
but because magic powers are not necessarily magic, their application would appear to be limited.
All normalized positivemagicmatrices and all superstochasticmatriceswere shown to power-con-
verge to the Perron rank-one orthogonal projector E, which is themostmagic andmost superstochastic
matrix. Odd powers of a superstochasticmatrixmay constitute amagicMarkov chain but generally the
evenpowers, althoughpartof thegeneratedMarkovchain,will notpossess themagicproperty. Itwould
be nice to look for this phenomenon in terms of real applications, for example, in experimental design.
We introduced a new Hilbert space geometry to the subject of magic and superstochastic matrices
by use of the Frobenius inner product. The Amir-Moez, Fredricks, and Lucas–Ramanujan linear bases,
were shown to be orthogonal in that Hilbert space. We observed some further related mathematical
properties. We expect further interesting research in this direction.
The Chakrabarti measure of imbalance in experimental design was shown to be intimately related
to a tool of trace power ratios which we had independently introduced in our analysis of diagonal and
antidiagonalmagic-violation inmagic and superstochastic powers. Chakrabarti balance has to dowith
equality of eigenvalues, whereas our trace power ratios bring out more general issues of ‘balance or
tradeoff’. They also bring out the importance of the antidiagonal trace.
Additionally, we showed that recently obtained representations of powers of magicmatrices, some
involving the socalled magic key, could in our opinion be alternatively expressed, understood, and
derived in more generality, from the spectral decomposition theorem viewpoint.
We close by recalling that in the Introduction we mentioned that an internet search revealed that
the term ‘superstochastic’ has been deﬁned differently in other contexts. Those include majorization,
load balancing (in the context of search engines), combinatorial matrix theory, and as generalizations
of the orthogonal matrices. For example, one definition is that all rows and columns sum to at most 1.
The intuition there would be like that of subharmonic functions in partial differential equations [18],
satisfyingu > 0 and called subharmonic because u lies below its harmonic counterpart. Accordingly,
we would prefer that the above mentioned contexts would better use the term ‘substochastic’. Much
to our pleasure, we found exactly that term used for matrices S 0 with row sums less than or equal
to 1 [17, p. 685].
As a ﬁnal comment, we cannot refrain frommentioning that one could aswell embed Latin squares,
and its derivative Sudoku currently so popular, into the doubly stochastic matrices by the appropriate
normalizations. One could similarly investigate such theory for pandiagonal and Franklin squares. And
of courseonecan investigate theextensionsof someofour3× 3results togeneraln × n superstochastic
matrices.
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